Technical Bulletin
Press Button Fountain Roller Unit
PBFR-31 Press Button Fountain Roller Unit

Universal’s PBFR-31 Press Button Fountain Roller
is designed with a self-contained ink reservoir in the handle for
efficient production stenciling applications. The refillable reservoir holds 4.2 oz. (125 ml) of ink and the precision valve delivers
the ink directly to the surface of the roller with the press of a
button. Applying ink to the surface of the roller results in nearly
instantaneous response when more ink is needed on the stencil.
The PBFR-31 roller applicators are manufactured from precision
machined aluminum components and utilizes o-ring seals for
leak proof operation. The entire unit can be completely disassembled if cleaning or repair becomes necessary.

Universal Type P ink is recommended for stenciling on porous surfaces such as corrugated cartons and paper products. Type
D Stencil Ink for non-porous stenciling applications can also be used in these roller units but it is only recommended for
applications requiring regular daily use.
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PBFR-31 PRESS BUTTON FOUNTAIN ROLLER - (FLUID CAPACITY: 125 ML ) ( 4.225 ozs.)

PBFR-32 REPLACEMENT ROLLER

Universal PBFR-32 Replacement Rollers are made from the
highest quality, firm density neoprene foam which is bonded to solid
birch wood cores using solvent resistant epoxy. Our rollers are then
precision ground between centers, for perfect concentricity. After prolonged use, a worn roller can be replaced in a matter of seconds to
restore the unit to its original operating performance. For best results,
it is generally recommended that the PBFR-33 Felt Wick be replaced
when new rollers are installed.

PBFR-32 Replacement Roller
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